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The topic is “CO$_2$-Responsive Polymeric Fluids as Greener Fracturing Fluids for Fossil and Geothermal Energy Recovery.” Collaborators include Guoqing Jian, Jeffrey Burghardt, Alain Bonneville, Varun Gupta, Susan Petty, Trenton Cladouhos, and Geoffrey Garrison

Abstract
StimuFrac (US Patents 9,447,315B2 and 9,873,828 B2) is a stimulation fluid technology that consists of a polymer aqueous solution that undergoes CO$_2$-promoted volumetric expansion triggered by temperature. StimuFrac is distinctly different from conventional polymer systems used in hydraulic fracturing operations because it is the only technology based on 1) unique and controlled CO$_2$-triggered volume expansion, 2) reversible (by pressure swing) viscosity, and 3) non-toxicity and high thermal stability (up to 400°C). StimuFrac is also different from propellants because, although it undergoes a chemical reaction with CO$_2$, it does so at significantly lower rates (20-40s) and the reaction is reversible. During this presentation we will present the latest lab-scale experimental and simulation results on StimuFrac including permeability enhancement ability as compared to other water and waterless fluids, proposed mechanism for its performance, and injection strategy towards field deployment.
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